
M Moser Associates Expands Commitment to
Bay Area Innovation & Growth with Hiring of
Two New Directors

Senior hires signal firm’s commitment to reimagining workplaces
powered by innovation

NEWS RELEASE BY M MOSER ASSOCIATES

 M Moser Associates, a global workplace design firm, today announced that Amber DeVine and

Nada Blasutto will be joining its San Francisco office as Directors. This announcement comes on

the heels of recent growth for the firm across North America, with an expanded presence in

Denver, Raleigh-Durham, Toronto and Vancouver.

“The shared experiences of the past 18 months have accelerated shifts in how we work, connect

and consider the world around us. The opportunities for transformation are everywhere, and

companies and their employees are playing an ever-increasing role in leading this change,” said

Nabil Sabet, M Moser Group Director, North America. “The Bay Area continues to be a center for

innovation. With the hire of two new San Francisco Directors, M Moser stands ready to support the

diverse and brilliant organizations that call this area home – and their ability to change the world.”

Nada Blasutto brings 20 years of experience in the leadership, design and execution of corporate

interiors projects for clients locally and around the world. Her team-oriented approach and

commitment to communication, collaboration and goal alignment has resulted in long-term

relationships with fast-growth companies representing all industries and sizes. This expertise, along

with her range of skills and passion for client services, complements M Moser’s personalized

approach to workplace design.
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Nada Blasutto, Director, M Moser Associates

Amber DeVine joins M Moser with more than two decades of experience and a clear dedication to

partnership and team building that has led to successfully completed projects for clients locally

and internationally. With a diverse background including interior architecture, design, thought

leadership, strategy, management, operations, business development, project management,

construction administration, environmental design, sustainability, and PropTech, Amber embodies M

Moser’s multi-disciplinary and integrated approach.



Amber DeVine, Director, M Moser Associates

M Moser San Francisco is dedicated to supporting organizations with agile and inspirational work

environments that seamlessly integrate the physical, digital, and social needs of today’s businesses

and their employees.

“We’re beyond the era of just customizing the physical realm of a workspace,” said DeVine. “As we

move forward, we are looking at new and emerging realities surrounding people, their workplace

and how our buildings can positively impact the environment and people’s wellbeing. Our clients

need us to integrate the future of work and create adaptable models that blend culture, brand

and technology. M Moser has an expanding range of capabilities for clients to tap and for our

team to leverage.”

“The Bay Area is a giant mosaic of backgrounds and industries that touch the world, with

companies ranging from infancy to adulthood. I was drawn to M Moser because of its unique

capability to cater to each stage of growth for these organizations,” commented Blasutto.

“Additionally, M Moser’s status as a woman-owned firm clearly demonstrated their commitment to

female leadership and inclusivity – causes that resonate with me personally and professionally.”

Today, companies across all industries are transforming in response to new and evolving needs in

their organizations, their people and the world around them. With DeVine and Blasutto joining the

M Moser San Francisco office, the firm is positioned to expand its reach as they create and build

inspirational, sustainable and versatile work environments that help companies and their people

do their best work.



 

ABOUT M MOSER ASSOCIATES

M Moser Associates is a global architecture, design, strategy and delivery firm with more than 1,000

professionals networked across Asia, India, Europe, and the Americas. Since 1981, we have helped

transform organizations large and small as they’ve expanded locally and globally, providing

solutions that meet the unique needs of their business and their people.

Today, work happens everywhere, and the purpose of the office and the role it serves for

employees is evolving. We believe that now, more than ever, a company’s physical workplace is a

critical resource for creation, socialization and culture building. At M Moser, we work as one

integrated team to align the physical, social and digital elements of your workplace and create

healthy, agile and resilient virtual and physical spaces where people can connect, collaborate and

do their best work – wherever they may be.

To learn more about our team and how we work with clients and industry partners to create

dynamic, resilient and human-centric environments please visit mmoser.com.
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